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hen Disaster
Strikes ••
The Hackley School Fire

IT WAS 4:45 a.rn., Saturday August 4th, 2007, and my

phone was ringing. Looking at the Caller 1D, I saw that it

was my assistant, who was supposed to be heading to Disney

World with her family. Why was she calling? Grumpily, I

answered.

"I thought you might want to know the library's on fire ...

I'm on the Tappan Zee Bridge and I can see the flames from

here."

I was instantly awake.

WHEN DISASTER STRIKES
My first action after hanging up was to call our Build-

ings and Grounds people: somebody had to know what was

going on. I finally reached someone, who told me that there

were several fire companies on the scene, and that someone

would call me back when there was more news. By 6 a.rn.,

I was at the door of the local supermarket, where I made a

beeline for Ben & Jerry's Chocolate Brownie Chunk Then

I went home to wait. Another hour passed, and the Head

of School called to tell me that the building was completely

engulfed, twenty-one companies were battling the fire and,

no, coming down wouldn't help anyone. He'd call later.

Those first few hours were my introduction to the world of
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disaster recovery, and how I could have planned ahead to

lessen some of the impact of the fire on the library, my life,

and the lives of the staff. Since that day, two friends have had

minor floods (burst pipes), and one friend was lucky to avoid

damage during the Alabama hurricane. I've learned that

disasters can strike anytime, anywhere, but being prepared

can make the recovery process much easier.

While no one can prevent disasters, people can prepare in

case one happens:

~The first thing needed is to communicate. Talk to the

people in the' business office about what type of insurance

the school has (full replacement is best, so those $5.99

paperbacks that now cost $15.99 can easily be replaced) and

ask the administration whether or not there is a disaster plan

and what evenrs it covers.

~ Save as much information "in the cloud" as possible.

Flexidex and Plaxo are address book programs (essential for

contacting vendors); Evernote and Flickr can store images of

artwork, plaques, interesting architectural details, and other

non-cataloged items; Diigo and Delicious store important

bookmarks, while NetVlbes, LibGuides, and LiveBinder

can provide essential pathfinders and research information

to students and teachers as the collection is rebuilt. Ad-



ditionally, make sure the catalog is backed up somewhere
off campus (more and more vendors are offering hosting on
their servers).

~ Keep on top of pricing in the catalog. We discovered
that previous cataloging had placed the price for a set in the
8529 field for each volume, which meant that the 31-volume
Encyclopedia Britannica appeared to cost $40,300 (instead its
actual $1,300 price). Making sure that the pricing is realistic
will help the insurance company value the collection more
easily, thus releasing replacement funding sooner. Insur-
ance companies will try to lower the valuation,
and the more evidence proving the collec-
tion's worth, the better.

DURING THE
DISASTER

~Communicate, com-
municate, communicate. It
may not be easy to do, but
the more the community
knows what's going on,
the better.

~ Save your energy.
Rebuilding means put-
ting in far too many
hours as part of the re-
covery process, so start
taking care of yourself
now.

STARTING THE
RECOVERY
PROCESS

~ Find our when the
facility can be re-entered,
and how the clean-up will be
started. Will a special crew be
hired (if so, should a librarian super-
vise)? Or will the library staff be doing the clean-up, with or
without volunteers? It is important to evaluate the condition
of every item, assuming there are items left.

~ Start reaching out to vendors. Often they will give
additional discounts, offer free shipping, or some other
concession when they learn what has happened. Don't
neglect the "little things." For example, Hackley had a signed
"Unshelved" poster and when the creators of the comic strip
heard about the fire, they donated another one. The Green-
wood bobble-heads, sadly, were irreplaceable.

~Talk to the administration about temporary spaces. Is
there a classroom or double-wide that will be used? Will the
library be providing "library in a box" service?What about

storage of items purchased for the new collection and sup-
plies to support both collection and program?

~ Different disasters bring different funding opportuni-
ties: FEMA, Dollar General's Beyond Words grants and
insurance, to name a few. Because FEMA is a "last resource"
for disaster aid, libraries should secure this funding before
looking for grants. Dollar General offers $1,000 to public
schools who need disaster recovery aid (http://www.ala.org/
alaimgrps/ divs/aasl/aaslawards/beyondwords/ defaul t.cfm for
more information and how to apply).

DEALING WITH THE INSURANCE
COMPANY

The insurance company is not your
friend: it is not in their best interests to merely

hand over money to the school or library.
The claims process will require pains-

taking evaluation of what has
been lost and what it will

cost to replace that

item. Here is one fun fact that will make
this a little easier: there is a set price for a full desk

set-up of $250 per desk which includes paper, pens,
paper clips, staplers, etc. (bur does not include any
computer equipment or special items like art or
personal effects).

Of course book pricing will be a major issue
(remember, the discount that vendors give lowers
the price of the book in the catalog). Don't forget
to add in the personal element. It is a rare book
that arrives completely shelf-ready, right? The
time it takes to check the Dewey number, make
any changes to the spine labels or cataloging,
stamping, and all those other tasks are
worth money (usually less than $1 per
book, but even that adds up). Another
thing to track is how many books did
not come via the usual vendor. Does
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the library have a Birthday Book program? Were there Book
Fair or other donations? Were there signed editions from an
author visit? The time it rook to process those books, adding
in bookplates and attaching mylar covers is also part of the
"price" of the book.

Does the library have a special collection? At Hackley,
there were a large number of books from the post-Treaty of
Versailles era, bought in the early years of the school and
never weeded from the collection. The insurance company
said "old and tossable." We said "relevant for our 20th
Century World Treaty of Versailles project." Do not hesitate
to respond to, and defend against, the insurance company's
evaluation of the collection. The school librarian is the spe-
cialist who knows what the community needs, not them.

Don't forget that insurance companies will also need
pricing for the artwork, furnishings (including rugs, curtains,
light fixtures, and cabinets), and non-book resources like
labels, book tape, book ends, and processing items.

CONTINUING
THE RECOVERY PROCESS

~Communicate, communicate, communicate. Keep ev-
eryone informed about what's going on, and what is needed
for the library in terms of resources, both physical and
personnel. After a disaster, libraries are usually inundated
by schools and people wanting to donate their old books
(or National Geographies) to help rebuild the collection. Do
not be tempted! If the books aren't good enough for another
library, why are they good enough for yours? Most adults are
clearing their shelves and don't recognize that the texts that
helped them get through their education aren't necessarily
in good shape (e.g. old, yellowed pages or a lot of marginalia
and highlighting) or appropriate for a school population.
This is particularly true if it is a localized disaster in an area
near colleges or universities, where retiring professors have
all the best intentions. However, doctorate level works on
history will not be helpful ro middle school students.

~Take advantage of the many books out there that cover
designing and renovating library spaces, particularly if the
facility needs major rebuilding or renovation. Stay on top
of the design process and try to ensure that "flexible" is the
watchword, as space needs have changed radically from the
libraries of the 20th century to now. Ask where the HVAC
ducts and electrical panels will be, how many electric and
data drops will be provided (there can never be roo many,
whether or not they are used immediately), and get as many
elevations and mock-ups as possible. I learned that the
promised 36-inch shelving would not exist: it was sliced
down to make room for custom-designed-and-built molding
(resulting in 10 different shelf sizes, ranging from 20 to 35
inches).

,I
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~ Don't forget to take care of yourself. It is beyond tir-
ing ro deal with rebuilding a collection, rebuilding a space,
and continuing to provide library service at the same time.
Whether it's yoga, meditation, hiking, knitting, Ben &
Jerry's, getting a new pet, or overdosing on TV during down
time, do whatever it takes to relax and unwind. The library
staff is as important as the library.

REBUILDING THE COLLECTION
~ Print out as many circulation reports as possible. Hack-

ley already tracked "in library" usage, so circulation reports
could identify which books were used for projects but not
actually borrowed. Some easy triage tips for purchasing: any
book purchased within the past six months gets repurchased
first; any fiction or nonfiction book purchased within the
past three years that has "circulated" should also be repur-
chased; all else can wait until additional funding is acquired.
Why the past three years? Fiction should be obvious: that's
what's popular. Nonfiction that's circulated probably sup-
ports the curriculum and will be needed for upcoming
projects.

~Think about how "e" the collection should be. If this is
a lower/elementary school, staying with print is usually best.
In an upper/high school, most of the reference collection
will most likely be available online and will be of greater
value to the community as a virtual resource. It may be
difficult to find appropriate databases and eBooks for middle
school collections, but many exist already and publishers
are creating more ro meet demand. Most states have some
database offerings that can be used as a core collection ro
build upon.

~Take advantage of tools like NerVibes, LibGuides,
Delicious, Diigo, and other online products to create
pathfinders and digital collections. This is the time to
really revamp the library's online presence, reminding
and reassuring the community that the library and many
resources are still available.

FINAL ADVICE
Recovering from any library disaster takes time, effort,

and a lot of humor. Remember to take care of yourself, to
communicate with the community, and to reach out to your
friends often. Learn from others who have also been through
a disaster, and realize you are not alone ..••
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saster recovery, collection development
in the 21 st Century, and creating library
websites for teens. Email: Ipearle@gmai1.com----------------~



~Survival:

~Disaster
Recovery

~Advocacy
Planning

~Embracing
Change

~Collaborating


